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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE:

Bad things happen when it is done
badly and it is more likely that bad
things will happen to you in
Australia than just about anywhere
else:

• Australia imposes criminal
liability on directors relatively
liberally, particularly in relation
to dishonest or reckless
contraventions of their corporate
governance obligations.

• Australian directors are exposed
to relatively harsh criminal
penalties.

• Australia's public civil
enforcement mechanism utilises
a unique penalties regime, and
Australia's civil penalties are
harsh compared to comparable
jurisdictions.



Corporate Governance

• Personal liability as a 
director

• Role of Board in Good 
Governance 

• Application to SMEs



As a director, you must be fully up-to-date on what your company is doing, including its
financial position, question managers and staff about how the business is going and take an active
part in directors’ meetings.

You must not use your position as a director of a company – or information obtained because
you are or have been a director, officer, or employee of a company – to cause detriment to the
company or to gain an advantage for yourself or someone else.

When you make a business decision as a company director, you must, amongst other things,
ensure that you:

• make the decision in good faith and for a proper purpose do not have a material
personal interest in the decision and make it in the best interests of the company

• find out and assess how any decision will affect your company’s business performance,
especially if it involves a lot of the company’s money or could have a material impact on
the company's reputation

• keep informed about your company’s financial position and performance

• ensuring your company can pay its debts on time

• get trusted professional advice when you need assistance to make an informed decision

• make full and frank disclosure about any material personal interests you do have

Personal Liability as a Director



Personal liability 3 



Under the rule, a director can argue that they made a
business judgment with sufficient care and diligence if they:

• made the judgment in good faith for a proper purpose;
• did not have a significant personal interest in the subject

matter of the judgment;
• informed themselves about the subject matter to the

extent they reasonably believed was appropriate; and
• rationally believed that the judgment was in the best

interests of the corporation.

Importantly, the director must be able to prove all four of
these requirements to rely on the business judgment rule.

Business Judgement Rule 



Overall organisational performance:
Ensuring the organisation develops and
implements strategies and supporting policies to
enable it to fulfil the objectives set out in the
organisation’s constitution.

Overall compliance/conformance:
Ensuring the organisation develops and
implements systems, processes and procedures
to enable it to comply with its legal, regulatory
and industry obligations to ensure the
organisation’s assets and operations are not
exposed to undue risks through appropriate risk
management.

ROLE OF THE BOARD



How Good Companies Go Bad: 
Largely due to the board members 
displaying one or more of the 
following characteristics: 

• Greed 

• Complacency 

• Incompetence

• Cowardice

Factors Driving Culture:

• Ethical leadership

• Risk management and 
oversight

• Board composition, 
primarily, board 
Independence and 
board tenure

• Remuneration and 
incentivisation of 
directors and senior 
executives

• Transparency and 
Accountability 



Broken Culture
Enron didn’t start out as an unethical business. The pursuit of large personal
wealth via very rapid growth led to the introduction of extreme incentive
schemes to attract and motivate smart and driven people to focus on short
term earnings.

Risk Management and Oversight:

• Misguided Corporate Mission Lay and, particularly Skilling, engendered in
all the staff of Enron the goal of driving up the share price to the virtual
exclusion of all else. The goal of achieving a long-term satisfaction from a
stable customer base took a distant second place to signing up deals.

• Poor Strategic Management
Skilling’s vision of a huge trading enterprise wasn’t carried down to the
next level of developing and implementing practical business plans.
Skilling wasn’t interested in management per se and allowed operational
management to wither.

• Lack of Organisational Resources
Skilling’s lack of interest in operational management meant that on his
appointment at COO, he made a poor situation much worse by making
bad managerial appointments. His incentivised rapid growth but with
inadequate spending controls, creating a totally dysfunctional
organisation.

• Poor Transparency and Accountability
Enron’s focus on earnings and share price growth and the related financial
incentives led to a necessary lack of transparency as the figures were
fiddled. Growth was achieved by subterfuge and deception.



Commissioner Bergin’s report made certain findings against Crown:

• Facilitation of money laundering through its controlled accounts
• Disregarded the welfare of staff and continued to ignore a toxic culture that put

them at risk
• Commercial relationships with Junket operators who had links to Triads and

organised crime groups

Risk management and oversight
Commissioner Bergin found that the Crown board had failed in its fundamental
responsibility to set, monitor and communicate its risk appetite. This meant that a small
group of senior management effectively set Crown’s risk appetite in relation to
operations within China. In her words, the board was essentially denied control of the
risk appetite of the company. This ultimately led to the arrest and detention of Crown
employees. A lack of knowledge on money laundering also led to the underappreciation
of risk.

While the failures lay with management and management not passing information up to
the board, the report found that the board ultimately had to accept responsibility for risk.
Commissioner Bergin is critical of the board’s failure to look into the causes of the issues
in China.

Board composition, independence and board tenure
Commissioner Bergin concluded that the board needed highly qualified people capable of
dealing with the unique casino environment. In the case of failings, such as money
laundering, there must be “astute knowledge” at the board level and it is insufficient to
leave it to some department within the organisation that never makes its presence felt as
the board level.

Remuneration and incentivisation of directors and senior executives.
In common with findings of the Banking Royal commission the report found that
remuneration and incentive structures helped to drive a culture that placed commercial
considerations over compliance.



Corporate Governance for SMEs
Challenges: 
• Transition from direct personal relationships to 

organisational culture 
• Key person risk
• Increasing organisational and transactional complexity 
• Risk identification and management 

Solutions: 
• Delegation of authority
• Succession planning
• Greater use of external professionals
• Checks and balances
• Professional decision-making (brings objectivity and 

independence) 
• Accountability
• Transparency
• Management of conflicts of interest
• Proper alignment of incentives
• Coraggio!



“We didn’t do anything wrong, but somehow, 
we lost”.

Nokia CEO Stephen Elop
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